
           CONSISTENTLY LEADING THE WAY...

ZERO TURN MOWERS



The Land Pride ZXT Pro Zero Turn Mower has mowing 
applications from farms to large estates and school 
campuses to industrial parks. These mowers are designed to 
meet the cost conscious needs of customers who are looking 
for the increased productivity and reliability of a commercial 
grade mower. 
 
The 54” and 60” cutting decks, high quality dual hydrostatic 
drive system components, proven performance engine 
offerings, incredibly strong frame construction, independent 
and isolated hydraulic reservoirs, floating front axle, and 
comfortable seating selections make the ZXT Pro Series 
a Zero Turn Mower that both high-end residential and 
commercial class customers will truly appreciate.

Operator Friendly Design
The mid-mount deck design on the 
ZXT Pro puts the deck closer to the 
operator’s line of sight for more efficient 
and precise operation. The comfort 
grip steering levers are designed 
with a wide range of adjustments 
to accommodate almost any size of 
operator. The instrumentation and 
console controls are positioned for easy 
visual or fingertip access. The ZXT Pro 
offers a Deluxe Cushion or Molded Vinyl 
seat with suspension and adjustable 
positioning for operator comfort and 
sustained productivity. A manually 
activated over-center lever next to the 
operator’s seat easily and conveniently 
activates or releases the enclosed disc 
park brake. Rising from the seat with 
the blades engaged will cut engine 
power and stop blade rotation. The 
engine cannot be started with the blade 
PTO switch in “on” position.

Smooth Ride
The floating front axle provides for a 
smoother ride, more uniform cut and 
optimal traction capability by keeping all 
tires equally in contact with the ground 
over uneven terrain. 

Stability
The 49” outside tire width provides 
excellent stability and maneuverability 
over uneven and hilly ground, while also 
providing good trim capability. Rapid 
deck height adjustment is achieved 
with the spring loaded and foot operated 
lever. 

MOW LIKE A PRO




